TIGER FEET

Intro:
C/// C/// C/// C G//
C/// C/// C/// C G//
C/// C G//

Verse 1:
F/// F/// G/// G///
All night long you've been lookin' at me
F/// F///
well you know you're the dance hall cutie that you love to
G/// G///
be
F/// G///
oh well now you've been layin' it down
F/// G///
you got your hips swingin' out of bounds.
F/// F/// G/// G///
And I like the way you do what you're doin' to me alright!

Chorus1:
C/// C///
Well that's right that's right that's right that's right
Bb/// C///
I really love your tiger light
C/// C///
and that's neat that's neat that's neat that's neat
Bb/// C///
I really love your tiger feet
Bb/// C///
I really love your tiger feet
your tiger feet, your tiger feet, well alright.

Intro

Verse 2:
F/// F/// G/// G///
Well flash your warning lights just as long as you like
F/// F/// G/// G///
I know you're achin' to be makin' me tonight
F/// G/// F/// G///
I got a feeling in my knees, a feeling only you can please
F/// F/// G/// G///
and there ain't no way I'm gonna let you out of my sight
Chorus 1:

C/// C///
Well that's right that's right that's right that's right
Bb/// C///
I really love your tiger light
C/// C///
and that's neat that's neat that's neat that's neat
Bb/// C///
I really love your tiger feet
Bb/// C///
I really love your tiger feet
your tiger feet, your tiger feet, well alright.

Intro

Chorus 2:

C.......
Well that's right that's right that's right that's right
Bb... C///
I really love your tiger light
C.......
and that's neat that's neat that's neat that's neat
Bb... C///
I really love your tiger feet
Bb... C///
I really love your tiger feet

F/// G///
You've been layin' it down
F/// G///
you got your hips swingin' out of bounds
F/// F/// G/// G///
and I like the way you do what you're doin' to me alright

Chorus 1

Outro:

C/// C/// C/// C///
T T T T T T Tiger feet
F/// C/// C///
T T T T T T Tiger feet
G/// F/// C///
T T T T T T Tiger feet

Intro:
C – C C2 C3 C2 (D D D D) Rest U D D
C – C C C2 C3 C2 (U U D D D)
C – C C2 C3 C2 (D D D D)
C – C (U)
G – (U D U U D U)